Today, perhaps more than ever before, Christian thought faces unprecedented challenges; ranging from a denial of metaphysics, to previously unforeseen ethico-moral questions arising from contemporary science and ever-advancing technologies, to a full-blown economizing of the political. This conference seeks to think through many of these challenges through the straining intellectual gaze of internationally renowned academics from within and beyond the Christian tradition.

Guest speakers include:

Rowan Williams || Eleonore Stump || DB Hart || Robert George || John Milbank
Cyril O'Regan || William Desmond || Thomas Joseph White || DC Schindler || Francesca Aran Murphy || Conor Cunningham || Judith Wolfe || Patrick Lee || Rudi te Velde || Therese-Anne Druart || Philipp Rosemann || Mette Lebech
Caitlin Smith Gilson || Gyula Klima || John Knasas || Philip John Paul Gonzales || Gaven Kerr

For more information please visit: https://bit.ly/3fNcI6L